
Why Encourage?

• Clarifying and teaching classroom expectations alone 
are not sufficient.

• Similar to encouraging academic behavior.
• Motivates students as they are initially learning 

expected behavior, and maintains them as students 
become more fluent with use.

• Essential to changing student behavior and creating a 
positive school environment.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to Presenter: The next two slides summarize the content on pages 164-165 of the MO SW-PBS May 2014 Team Workbook Encouraging students to display expected classroom behavior is important because….Clarifying and teaching classroom expectations alone are not sufficient:  We must also encourage student use of those behaviors. To help students continue to use the classroom expectations we have established, we followed the desired behavior with consequences that are reinforcing. Similar to encouraging academic behavior: To help students learn academic skills, we all use a variety of ways to encourage students from smiles for the correct answer, positive comments when we grade papers, etc. Motivates students as they are initially learning expected behavior, and maintains them as students become more fluent with use.  We know how important it is to encourage students who are starting to learn new academic skills.  The same is true with social behavior. Encouraging helps students when they are learning our classroom expectations and helps students maintain use of classroom expectations over time. Encouragement is essential to changing student behavior and creating a positive school environment



Terminology

• Acknowledgment
• Encouragement
• Recognition
• Reinforcement
• Reward
• Positive Feedback
• Praise
• Teacher Approval

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to Presenter: Definitions for some of the more common terms associated with encouraging are on page 165 of the MO SW-PBS May 2014 Team Workbook.The intent of this slide is to clarify that although these terms have different definitions, we will use them interchangeably throughout this presentation. The most correct terms that will be used consistently are “reinforcement” and “positive feedback.”



Activity: Encouraging Expected Behavior

Think and Share
• Appoint a recorder for the whole group. 
• Take one minute and individually think of ways you 

and your school reinforce academic behavior.
• Now, think of ways you and your school recognize 

social behavior. 
• What do you notice?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Approximately 10 minutes. Set up the chart paper with the heading “Encouraging Academic Behavior” on the top left side of your chart paper. Write “Encouraging Social Behavior” on the top right side of the chart paper.  Record ideas from participants first on the left side then the right. What do participants notice about the list?  Which list has more items on it? We also give lots of ribbons, trophies, etc. for excellent athletic and musical performance, don’t we? Conclusion:  We are accustomed to encouraging students for academic behavior and we want to be sure we give adequate attention for social behavior we expect in our classrooms. Leave work on display for review by others.



Low Rates of Teacher Attention

• Average teacher fails to take advantage of the power of attention.
• Approval statements for academic responses far outweigh those for 

social behavior.
• Highest rates of attention for social behavior occur in 2nd grade and 

decrease dramatically after that.
• Teachers respond more frequently to inappropriate social behavior 

than to appropriate social behavior.
• This attention inadvertently maintains or increases the misbehavior.

(White, 1975)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to Presenter: More information is available on page 167 of the May 2014 SW-PBS Team Workbook. Many of you may be sitting here thinking, “I already give kids non-contingent and contingent attention.” But research has shown us that the average teacher fails to take advantage of the power of attention. Research has shown that teachers positively respond to student academic performance much more frequently than student social behavior.  Typical teacher approval statements for academic responses far outweighed  those for social behavior across all grade levels, with highest rates for each type of approval occurring in second grade and tapering off dramatically after that. In all grade levels, teachers responded to correct academic performance (20.36 per hour average) more frequently than disapprovals (7.56 per hour average). On the other hand, statements of disapproval for social behavior (19.20 per hour) were always more frequent than approvals (1.52 per hour). Again, the good new is we can change this to help us improve the learning environment and teach and support student use of important social skills…which are important life skills.We will talk more about the effective ratio of teacher attention to positive student behavior in a little bit.  



Adult Attention
Two types of adult attention:

1. Non-contingent–attention provided 
regardless of student performance

• Greetings, proximity, smiles, conversations, jobs, etc.

2. Contingent–provided based upon student 
performance of an identified expectation 
or behavior

• Specific positive feedback, reinforcement, tangible items.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to Presenter: More information is available on page166 of the May 2014 SW-PBS Team Workbook. With Contingent attention, the student must perform the expected behavior before the teacher responds with attention.Contingent attention has been proven to: Increase academic performance (Good, Eller, Spangler, & Stone, 1981).Increase on-task behavior (Sutherland, Wehby, & Copeland, 2000)Increase likelihood students will continue to use the desired behavior in the future.Help students to discern correct or “right” responses from incorrect or “wrong.”



Preferred Adult Behaviors
Behaviors that impact student affect, compliance, and
learning:

• Proximity–communicate privately at 20” with individual 
students; communication across the room reserved for 
information intended for entire group only

• Listening–pause, attend thoughtfully to the student
• Eye Contact –communicate at eye level; look student in 

the eye when instructing or directing; hold eye contact 
briefly for compliance

• Pleasant Voice –use calm pleasant voice when talking 
with, praising, and correcting students

• Smiles –pleasant facial expression and frequent smiles
• Touch –appropriate brief nurturing touch
• Use of Student’s Name –begin interactions with student 

name and use frequently during interactions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to Presenter: More information is available on page 168 of the May 2014 SW-PBS Team Workbook. Teach, give examples and model each of these behaviors. Related to teacher attention is the student-teacher relationship and preferred adult behaviors. There is a growing body of research that indicates academic achievement and students’ behavior are both influenced by the quality of teacher-student relationship (Jones & Jones, 1998 and Algozzine, Wang, & Violette, 2010). These behaviors may relate to their vision of discipline for their school done earlier. They are observable indicators of the status of relationship-building in a school.



Specific Positive Feedback
• Recognizes successes or efforts at tasks that are 

difficult for the child.

• While general praise contributes to a pleasant 
classroom, it is insufficient to build and sustain 
desired behavior.

• Students need clear specific feedback on classroom 
expectations and behaviors.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to Presenter: More information is available on page 169 of the May 2014 SW-PBS Team Workbook. Essential to change and sustain behavior: The important point about positive feedback is that all people need positive feedback about their performance of a skill or behavior to learn the behavior.  For example, if we ask a student “What is 4 + 4?” and the student says, “8” we give the student positive feedback to help the student know his answer was correct.  That’s how s/he will learn that 4 + 4 = 8.  Recognizes effort or successes at tasks that are difficult for the child:  If we give students positive feedback for their effort when tasks are difficult, it will encourage students to persist. Sometimes we need to give positive feedback when students display expected behavior for a short time. While general praise contributes to a pleasant classroom, it is insufficient to build and sustain desired behavior:  “Good job” is a phrase we hear staff say to students but  general praise needs to be more specific to help students learn academic and social behavior. Students need clear specific feedback on classroom expectations.



4:1 Ratio
• Establishes a predictable, positive environment
• Appropriate behavior receives more attention than 

inappropriate behavior.

Intensified
• Students at-risk/Tier 2 provide 8:1
• Students in need of intensive support/Tier 3 provide 12:1

(Reavis, Jenson, Kukic & Morgan, 1993)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to Presenter: More information is available on page 171 of the May 2014 SW-PBS Team Workbook4:1 Ratio. Another important point in building positive school-wide and classroom environments is to ensure that appropriate behavior receives much more attention (at a higher ratio) than inappropriate behavior.  Reavis, Jenson, Kukic & Morgan (1993) recommend a ratio of 4:1; four comments in response to desired student behavior to one response to student misbehavior. Interactions with students are considered positive or negative based on the behavior of the student at the time the attention is given, not the demeanor of the teacher. Remember when we talked about how teachers don’t take advantage of the use of positive feedback?  A goal of 4:1 helps us all take advantage of this powerful and effective tool we have. It’s free too!



Effective Specific Positive Feedback

1. Specifically describe the behavior:
• Explicitly define what was done that you want to continue.
• Like a video-tape replay.
• Expressed using the words of classroom

expectations.

“When I said it was time to begin, you
cleared off your desk, got your materials
out immediately, and began working
quickly.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to Presenter: More information is available on page 169 of the May 2014 SW-PBS Team Workbook. These are 3 things to keep in mind to make positive feedback effective to change behavior. First, teachers need to specifically describe the behavior. This helps students understand the exact behavior you want the student to continue. Think of a video-tape replay, we need to simply describe what we saw the student do and tie it to classroom expectations.  Here is an example. (Read green portion on slide).



Effective Specific Positive Feedback
2. Provide a rationale:

• Explain the reason why the behavior is important.
• Teach the benefits of the behavior and the impact it has 

on them and others.
• Typically includes stating the classroom expectation and 

what the student might expect could happen if they use 
the appropriate behavior.

“Getting started right away shows 
cooperation, and you will likely have
less homework.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to Presenter: More information is available on page 169 of the May 2014 SW-PBS Team Workbook. Here are more examples of rationale statements, “When you raise your hand, you are more likely to be called on and get to share your ideas.” “When you raise your hand during independent seatwork, the teacher will be eager to help you right away.” “When your follow directions immediately you are more likely to get your work done quickly and can do something you like.” “When you accept correction without arguing, you can learn from your mistakes and avoid having to redo your work in the future.” The second important thing to remember is that to make positive feedback effective is to provide a rationale which means explaining the reason why the behavior is important. This helps teach the benefits of the behavior and how it impacts them or others.  See how this can help students become more intrinsically motivated?  If you include the classroom expectation, it provides consistent language for our kids.  Here’s an example. 



Effective Specific Positive Feedback
3. Can include a a tangible item or activity:

• Specific positive feedback alone may be sufficiently reinforcing.
• When behavior requires a great deal of effort, pairing verbal feedback 

with tangible or activity reinforcement may be helpful.
• When using a tangible item or activity, always pair with specific 

positive feedback.
• Promote ownership; student

“earns,” teachers do not “give.”

“Because you got started so quickly,
you have earned a Cardinal Card.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to Presenter: More information is available on page 169 of the May 2014 SW-PBS Team Workbook. Finally, to make positive feedback effective, we can include a positive consequence, which can be a tangible item or activity that students find reinforcing. Again this can help students become intrinsically motivated because they have earned the feedback through their behavior.  Model multiple consequences; vary to include simple consequences other than a tangible item (e.g., help pass out the papers, be line leader, no homework, etc.). Be sure to stress that students EARN and teachers do not GIVE. 



Putting It All Together 

“When I said it was time to begin, you
cleared off your desk, got your materials

out immediately, and began working
quickly. Getting started right away shows 

cooperation, and you will likely have
less homework. Because you got started so quickly,

you have earned a Cardinal Card.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is putting together the example feedback we just shared. This may seem lengthy and awkward at first but with practice it will become more natural.  See how specific this feedback is?  There should be no doubt the student is told exactly what they did and why it was important. 



Tangible Reinforcers

“I have not worked with a school that has been able to 
give enough feedback to students to maintain positive 
behavior without using a tangible item, like a Pride 
Ticket. The tangible helps staff remember to give 
recognition to students.”

~ Dr. Tim Lewis, PBIS National Center Co-Director (2002) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A quote from Dr. Lewis, University of Missouri-Columbia. 



Why Tangible Reinforcers?

• Help teachers be accountable for recognizing student 
behavior and providing specific positive feedback.

• Give a sign to students–both those receiving and 
those watching.

• Build a sense of community through group and class 
goals.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to Presenter: More information is available on page 172 – 174 of the May 2014 SW-PBS Team Workbook. Just as we have our (insert the name of your schoolwide tangible item) for our entire school to help us remember to give kids high rates of specific positive feedback when they meet our schoolwide expectations, we encourage you to use tangible reinforcers in your classroom. Tangible reinforcers have these benefits (share slide and give examples).
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